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Abst ract - -We analyse a discrete-time Oeo Ix ] /GH/1  retrial queue where each call after service " 
either immediately returns to the orbit for another service with probability 0 or leaves the system 
forever with probability 0 -- 1 - 0, where 0 _< 0 < 1. A call that is going to be served decides to 
H receive a service of type h (h = 1, . . . ,  H) with probability qh, where ~h=l  qh 1. We study the 
Markov chain underlying the considered queueing system and the ergodicity condition too. We find 
the generating function of the number of calls in the orbit and in the system. We derive a stochastic 
decomposition law and as an application we give bounds for the proximity between the steady-state 
distributions for our queueing system and its corresponding standard system. In the special case 
of individual arrivals, we develop recursive formulae for calculating the steady-state distribution of 
the orbit size. Besides, we prove that the MIX]/Gig~1 retrial queue with Bernoulli feedback can 
be approximated by our corresponding discrete-time system. Finally, we give numerical examples to 
illustrate the effect of the parameters on several performance characteristics. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -D isc re te - t ime model, Retrial queue, Markov chain, Ergodicity, Bernoulli feedback. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing interest in the analysis of discrete=time queues due to their applications in 
communication systems and other related areas. The study of discrete-time queues was initiated 
by Meisling [1] but its importance has been realized only in the last decade. In recent years, a 
number of queueing models have been analysed in discrete-time, details of which may be found 
in [2-8]. Many computer and communication systems operate on a discrete time basis where 
events can only happen at regularly spaced epochs. One of the main reasons for analysing 
discrete-time queues is that these systems have been found to be more appropriate than their 
continuous-time counterparts for modelling computer aud telecommunication systems, since the 
basic units in these systems are digital such as machine cycle time, bits and packets, . . . .  More- 
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over, though discrete-time queues can be used to derive continuous-time results, the reverse is 
generally not true [7]. Actually, much of the importance of discrete-time queues stems from the 
fact that they can be used in the performance analysis of Broadband Integrated Services Digital 
Network  (BISDN),  Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) ,  and related computer  communicat ion 
technologies wherein the models for continuous-time queues do not fit. A detailed discussion and 
applications of discrete-time queues can be found in the books [3,9] and the references therein. 
Retrial queues are queueing systems in which arriving calls that find the server occupied may 
retry for service again after a random amount  of time. l~etrial queues have been widely used to 
mode l  many problems in telephone switching systems, computer, and communicat ions systems 
(see, for example, [i0]). Related papers can be found in bibliographies [ii,12], the surveys [I0,13] 
and the book  [14]. At  first, the study of the retrial queues was focused on the continuous case, 
but Yang and Li [15] extended the study to discrete-time systems. Nevertheless, there are many 
papers on continuous-time retrial queues, but very little is known about discrete-time retrial 
queues [15-19]. That  is why  researchers should make efforts to fill this space. 
Nowadays,  communicat ion systems are becoming more  and more  complex, the management  
activities are very numerous, and the services they offer have to be adapted to an increasing va- 
riety of customers. Furthermore, customers use several communicat ion devices (such as phones, 
moderns, ...) and their services are conditioned by the special features of these devices. Therefore, 
we can not assume that all arriving customers have identical features. So our paper allows cus- 
tomers to receive different quality of service (service times will be slower or faster according to the 
chosen distribution). These problems are also somewhat  related to the priority mechan isms [19], 
in the sense that the type of service may depend on the priority of the customer. 
Feedback was introduced by Takacs [20] and since then many papers have appeared about 
this topic on continuous-time [21,22], although nobody  has studied it on discrete-time. The  
phenomena of feedback in the retrial queueing systems may occur in many practical situations, 
for instance, telecommunication systems where messages turned out errors at destination are sent 
again. In day-to-day life, one encounters numerous  examples of the queueing situations where 
all arriving calls require the main  service and only some of them may require another service. 
Feedback may be introduced as a mechan ism for scheduling the calls service (for example, in 
systems in which calls bring work  that is divided into a random number  of stages). Thus, our 
queueing mode l  can be used to study systems where the calls service is divided into a random 
number  of stages, which follows a geometrical distribution with parameter ~. 
By  the comprehensive and interesting applications in the aforementioned fields, this work tries 
to combine both multiple types of service and feedback with discrete-time retrial queues. To  be 
more  lifelike, we  also assume that customers arrive in batches of random size in place of single 
arrivals and it covers many practical situations, for example, in digital communicat ion systems, 
messages which are transmitted could consist of a random number  of packets. Thus, we  analyse a 
discrete-time analogue of the continuous-time M IX]/CH/I retrial queue with Bernoulli feedback. 
However, it is noticed that the discrete-time mode l  differs from the corresponding continuous- 
time model  in the following sense: the probability of simultaneous arrivals and departures is zero 
in continuous-time models, while it is positive in the case of discrete-time models. 
The  rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the mathematical  description 
of the considered queueing system is given. In Section 3, we  study the Markov  chain and the 
stability condition of the system. Also, the distribution of the number  of calls in the orbit and 
in the system is obtained. Besides, we  obtain several performance measures of the system. In 
Section 4, we  find a stochastic decomposition property and as an application we provide upper and 
lower estimates for the distance between the steady-state distributions for our queueing system 
and its corresponding standard system. In Section 5, some special cases are considered, moreover, 
we  develop recursive formulae for calculating the steady-state distribution of the orbit size when 
arrivals are individual. In Section 6, we  analyse the relation between the continuous-time system 
and the discrete-time system. Finally, in Section 7, some numerical results are presented. 
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2. DESCRIPT ION OF THE QUEUEING SYSTEM 
We consider a discrete-time queueing system where the time axis is segmented into a sequence of 
equal time intervals (called slots). It is assumed that all queueing activities (arrivals, departures, 
and retrials) occur at the slot boundaries, and therefore, they may occur at the same time. So we 
suppose that the departures occur at the moment immediately before the slot boundaries, but 
arrivals and retrials occur at the moment immediately after the slot boundaries. 
pcl , ~  0=1-0  , 
~ ' /~r~_ i  r 
@ "  0 feedback 
Figure 1. Mathematical model of the queueing system. 
Batches of calls arrive according to a geometrical arrival process with probability p, thus, 
= 1 - p is the probability that a batch does not arrive in a slot. It is assumed that at every 
arrival epoch a batch of l calls arrives with probability cz. If the server is busy at the arrival 
epoch, then all these calls join the orbit, whereas if the server is free, then one of the arriving 
calls begins its service and the others form sources of repeated calls. Denote by c(z) -- ~-]~1 clzl 
the generating function of the batch size distribution and Cn the n th  factorial moments. 
Service times have a distribution whose type is defined at the beginning of each service. So, 
each call immediately before being served chooses a service of type h with probability qh, where 
H ~h=l  qh ---- 1. It is always assumed that services can be started only at slot boundaries and their 
durations are integral multiples of a slot duration. Service times are independent and distributed 
S oo oo / with general distribution { h,i}i=l, generating function Sh(x) = ~=1 Sh#X and n th  factorial 
moments/~h,~, where h = 1, . . . ,  H. 
A call who has received service returns to the orbit for reservice with probability 0 or departs 
the system permanently with probability 0 = 1 - 0, where 0 < 0 < 1. 
The retrial time (the time between two consecutive attempts by the same call) is geometrically 
distributed with probability 1- r, where r is the probability that a repeated call does not make 
a retrial in a slot. If more than one call retries at the same slot when the server is idle, any of 
them is randomly selected to be served and the others must go back to the orbit. 
The load of the system is given by P = P(lfll, where ~1 = ~-~h=lH qh~h,1. 
In order to eliminate trivial cases, we suppose 0 < p < 1 and 0 < r < 1. 
3. THE MARKOV CHAIN 
At time m + (the instant immediately after time slot m), the system can be described by the 
process 
Y.~ = (Cm,Xm, N.O, 
where Cm represents he server state (0 if it is idle and h if it is making a service of type h), Arm is 
the number of calls in the orbit and X.¢ denotes the remaining service time when the server is 
busy and X~ = 0 otherwise. 
It can be shown that {Y.¢, m C N} is the three-dimensional Markov chain of our queueing 
system, whose states space is 
{(0,0, k) :k>0,  (h , i , k ) :h=l , . . . ,H ,  i>1 ,  k~0}.  
It is not difficult to see that {Y,~, m E N} is irreducible and aperiodic. 
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The first question to be investigated is the ergodicity of the Markov  chain and for this purpose 
we will use Foster's criterion, which assures us that p < 0 is a sufficient condition for the stability 
of the system (see Append ix  A for the proof). 
Our  next objective is to find the stationary distribution 
7Ch#,k = lira P [Y,~ = (h, i, k)] 
m-- -~ oo  
of the Markov chain {Y,~, m E N}. 
The one-step transition probabilities 
P(h'#',k')(h#,k) = P [Vm+l = (h, i, k) I Vm = (h', i', h')] 
are given by the following formulae. 
If k_>0 
P(o,o,k)(O,O,k) = P rk, 
P(n,l,k)(O,O,k) : OP rk, n = 1, . . . ,  H, 
P(n,l,k-1)(O,O,k) ~- OP rk, n = 1 , . . . ,  H, k > 1. 
I fh  = 1 , . . . ,H ,  i > 1, k > 0 
P(h,i+l,k) (h,i,k) ~- P, 
P(h,i+l,k-l)(h,i,k) : pcl, 
P(n,l,k+i)(h,i,k) = Op (1 - r ~+1) qhSh,i, 
P(n,l,k)(h#,k) = OpclqhSh,{ + Of (1 -- r k+l) qhSh,i, 
P(n,l,k-1)(h,i,k) = OpCl+lqhSh,i + OpclqhSh,i, 
P(o,o,k+l)(h,i,k) = P (1  - r k+l) qhSh#, 
P(o,o,k-l)(h,i,k) = pcl+!qhSh,i,  
l= l , . . . , k ,  k> l ,  
n= 1 , . . . ,H ,  
n= 1 , . . . ,H ,  
n = 1 , . . . ,H ,  
l= l , . . . , k ,  k> l ,  
/ -- O, . . . ,k .  
H We will denote by ~r.#,k = Eh=l  7~h,i, k the stationary probabil ity that the retrial group con- 
tains k calls, the server is busy and the remaining service time is i. 
The Kolmogorov equations for the distribution 7rh,i, k are 
~ro,o,k = ~rkTrO,O,k + OprkTr.,1,k + (1 -- 50k)OprkTr.,1,k_l, k >_ O, (1) 
k 
~,i,k = P~h#+l,k + (1 -- 50k)p ~ c~h#+l,k-~ 
I=1 
+ Op (1 - r k+l) qhSh#Ir.,1,k+l 
÷ [Opcl + Op (1 -- rk+l)] qhSh,iTL,l,k 
(2) 
+ F_, (opc +  
/=1 
÷ f i  (1  - -  r k+ l )  qhSh,iTVo,o,k+l 
k 
+pqnsni~Ecl+lTro,o,k-l, h = 1 , . . . ,H ,  i > 1, k > O, 
/=0 
and the normalization condition is 
oo H o0  oo 
k=0 h=l  i=1 k=0 
where 5~b denotes Kronecker's delta. 
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In order to solve equations (1) and (2), we introduce the following generating functions: 
OO 
~(o) (z) : ~ ~o,o,kz k, 
k=0 
~(h) (X, Z) = E 7rh,i,kxizk' h = 1, . . . ,  H, 
i=1 k=O 
~(Z, z) : ~ ~.,~,j~ : ~ ~(~)(~, z). 
i=l k=O h=l 
The second part of the following result provides us the solution of the Kolmogorov equations 
in terms of the previous generating functions and its proof can be found in Appendix B. 
THEOREM 1. The Markov chain {Ym, m ~ N} is ergodic if and only if p < 0 and its stationary 
distribution has the following generating functions 
o-  p L~ G (,~ z) ~(0)(z) - 
o ~ c(~) '  
k=l  
qhSh(~) -- &(p+pe(z ) )  1 -- e(z) ~(h) (x ,z )  
x - (~ + pc(z)) (o+ Oz) S (p+pe(z ) )  - z p~¢°) 'z ' '  ( ~ 
for h = 1, . . . ,  H, where 
H 
S(x)  = ~ qh&(~) ,  
h=] 
a(z )  = (~ + ez) s (p  + pe(z) ) - z~+pc(z)] _ 
[~ + pc(z)] [(0 + ez) s(p + pc(z)) - z] p 
COROLLARY 1. 
1. The marginal generating function of the number of calls in the orbit when the server is 
idle is given by 
~(°)(z). 
2. The marginal generating function of the number of calls in the orbit when the server is 
making a service of type h is given by 
1 - Sh(:~ + pc(z)) ~(O)(z ) .  
~(h) (1, z) : qh (~ + Oz) S( f  ÷ pc(z)) - z 
3. The marginal generating function of the number of calls in the orbit when the server is 
busy is given by 
1 - s (p+pe(z ) )  ~(O)(z). 
9~(1'z) = (0 + Oz) S(~+ pe(z)) - z 
4. The probability generating function of the number of calls in the orbit is given by 
¢(z) : ~(o)(z) + ~(1, z) : (l~_g W) S(_(~ p%2~_ z ~(o) (z) . -  z)[1 - OS(  + pc(z))] 
5. The probability generating function of the number of calls in the system is given by 
(1 -4s (~+pe(z ) )  ~(o)(z) ' 
¢(z) = ~(°)(z) + z~(< z) = 0(0+ 0z) S(p+ pc(z)) Z 
COROLLARY 2. I f  we denote f12 H = ~h=l  qh~h,2~ then we have the following. 
1. The probabilities that the server is idle and busy are, respectively~ 
P ~(°1(1) - 0 -0 P and ~(1, 1) = ~. 
(3) 
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, 
~(h)(1, 1) -- P~lqh~h,1 
0 
3. The mean number of calls in the orbit is given by 
E[N;idle]= d (O)(z)] = O-f l  ~ G' (r k) rk 
~=1 0 a (r k) ' 
k=l  
E[N; busy] = d~(1,  z)] = 0 (P2~12f1220 +(p~2fl')p) + 20p 2 
OO 0 (p~¢l~Z~ +p~Zl) + 20p ~ x~ a' (,~) E[N] r k + 2o (o - p) z_.~=~ a (,~) 
4. The mean number of calls in the system is given by 
The probability that the server is making a service of type h is 
p ~ a' (r ~) r~ 
+ ~ G (rk) ' 
k=l 
O0 
E[L] = de(z )  = 2p(1- p) + P2~fl2 + PGfll + ~-~ a' (rk) rk 
z=~ 2 (o -  p) ~=~ a (r~) 
5. The mean time a call spends in the system (including the service time) is given by 
2 2 ~_~GI E[L] _ 2p(1-p)+p ¢~92+pG91 I (rk)~k. 
W= 
p 2p (0 - p) + - p G (~k) 
k=l  
(4) 
REMARK I. The  stationary distribution of the server state 
qo(o)(1) _ O-  p P¢lqhflh,1 h = 1, ,H, 0 ' ~(h)(l ' l) = 0 ' "'" 
depends on the service times distributions only through their means  ~h,1 and does not depend 
on the parameter r. 
REMARK 2. As we expected, E[L] = E[N] + ~0(1, 1). 
REMARK 3. In order to obtain numerical approximations for the previous performance measures, 
we need to estimate the term ~=l(a('r~)/V(rk)) r~. Immediately, we see the following relation: 
a' ( rk ) rk_  1 ~ a' ( r  k) ~k+l). 
a (rk) 1 - r a (r~) ('~ - 
k=l k=l 
Therefore, the above series can be approximated by an integral in the following form: 
(i) 
~a' ( rk ) r~ _ _  
k=l a ( rk )  
--rrfola'(z).. r r [p( op@p)]  --~-~dz= ~-~_ r lnG(1) = ~ in 1 + , 
1 
if r is sufficiently close to 1. 
(ii) 
c '  (,~) r~ ~ __  
k=l G (r k) 
1 ~© a' (r k) rk+l ) 1 / r~°(~)+l a'(z) . 
1 - r k=l O (r k) (rk - + ~ Jo ~(z )  az 
rk (po(~)+l) 
No(e)X_, G~ ( ) r k In G where for every E > 0, 
~,~k,  + 1 -~ ' 
k=l  
n0(E) is chosen such that r ~°(s)+l < e. 
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We observe that Approximation (ii) is applicable to any r E [0, 1), but it is rather complicated 
to obtain the functions G(z) and G'(z). 
REMARK 4. The random variable "number of received services by a call in the system" follows 
a geometrical distribution with probability 0, i.e., 
P[a call receives k services] = 0k-10, k _> 1. 
Therefore, as we said in the introduction, our queueing model can be used to study systems 
where the calls service is divided into a random number of stages, which follows a geometrical 
distribution with parameter 0.
4. STOCHASTIC  DECOMPOSIT ION LAW 
This section discusses the analysis of the stochastic decomposition property for the system 
size distribution. The literature on vacations models recognizes this property as one of the most 
interesting features on this matter. 
We note that the probability generating function of the number of calls in the system can be 
expressed as 
(0- p) (i - z)S(~ +pc(z)) ¢O)(z) 
where the first fraction is the probability generating function of the number of calls in the 
Geo [x]/GH/1/oo queueing system with Bernoulli feedback and the second fraction is the proba- 
bility generating function of the number  of calls in the orbit given that the server is idle. In fact, 
this is the stochastic decomposition law for our queueing system, i.e., the total number  of calls in 
our queueing system can be represented by the sum of two independent random variables: one 
is the total number  of calls in the corresponding regular system and the other is the number  of 
calls in the orbit given that the server is idle. 
This result can be summar ized  in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The total number of calls in the system under study (L) can be represented as 
the sum of two independent random variables, one of which is the total number of calls in the 
Geo [x] /Gg/1 /oo  queueing system with Bernoulli feedback (Lo) and the other is the number of 
repeated calls given that the server is free (M). That is, L = Lo + M. 
Stochastic decomposition has been widely researched into M/G/1  vacation models. Fuhrmann 
and Cooper [23] studied a general stochastic decomposition law for these queueing systems, which 
establishes that the number  of calls in any vacation system in steady-state regime is distributed 
as sum of two independent random variables: one being the number  of calls in the corresponding 
standard M/G~1 system and the other being the number  of calls in the vacation system given 
that the server is on vacation. This result was generalized by Shanth ikumar  [24]. 
It is not surprising that the system under study satisfies this property, since our system can 
be considered as a standard queue with server vacation. In this vacation model, the server 
begins vacation when a service concludes and there is neither arrival nor retrial. The  duration 
of the vacation depends on the arrival process, the number  of calls in the retrial group, and 
the interretrial times. Vacation ends whenever the server randomly  chooses one of the calls in 
the orbit or an external call arrives. Under  these considerations, the stochastic decomposition 
property observed previously for our system is consistent with the one reported by Fuhrmann 
and Cooper  [23] for M/G/1 vacation models. 
On  the other hand, excluding the term 
1 ] 
G(rk) ' ~o(o) (1~ c#(°) (z ) , k=l z=l 
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the remaining term in (4) is independent of r, besides, it agrees with the mean number of calls 
in the ordinary Geo [x ] /GH/1 /oo  queueing system. Therefore, the term y~k_l(G'(rk)/G(rk))r k 
represents the effect of retrial policy and it can be physically interpreted as the mean number of 
calls in the orbit given that the server is idle. Let us note that this observation was expected 
once we had shown the stochastic decomposition law. 
In addition, the stochastic decomposition property can be very useful in order to obtain explicit 
formulae for moments of the random variable L (number of calls in the system in steady-state). 
As an application of the stochastic decomposition property, we now study a measure of the 
proximity between the steady-state distributions for the standard Geo [X] /GH/1/c~ queueing 
system with Bernoulli feedback and our queueing system. The importance of the following 
bounds is to provide upper and lower estimates for the distance between both distributions. 
THEOREM 3. The following inequalities hold 
2~ -~ 1 -  7ro,o,o <_E IP [L=j ] -P [Lo=j ] [<_2  1 -  _ 7ro,o,o • 
j=0 
PROOF. The  proof is based on the stochastic decomposition property of the total  number of calls 
in the system. In terms of distributions, this property means that P[L = j] is a convolution of 
the distributions P[Lo = j] and P[M = j], i.e., 
J 
P[L = j] = E P[Lo = k]P[M = j - k]. 
k=O 
Using the previous equation, we have 
j--1 
[P[L = j] - P[Lo = J]l -< (1 - 5oj) E P[Lo = k]P[M = j - k] + P[Lo = 2]{1 - RIM = 0]} 
k=0 
= P[L = j] - P[Lo = j]P[M = 0] + P[Lo = j]{1 - P[M = 0]} 
= PIn = j] + P[Lo = 2]{1 - 2RIM = 0]}. 
Hence, summing over all the states we get 
OO OO OO 
E ]P[L = j] - P[Lo = J]l <- E P[L = j] + {1 - 2P[M = 0]} E P[Lo = j] 
j=o j=o j=o 
( o ) 
=2{1-P[M=0]}=2 1 -~_p~r0 ,0 ,0  • 
We now obtain a lower bound by using the obvious inequality la - bl _ a - b, so that 
OO (X~ 
E [P[L = j] - P[Lo = j]l _> ]P[L = 0] - P[Lo = 0][ + E{P[L  = 2] - P[Lo : j]} 
j=o j:1 
= P[no = 0]{1-  P[M = 0]} + 1 -  P[L = O] - 1 +P[no  = O] 
= P[Lo = 0]{1 - P[M = 0]} - P[Lo = 0]P[M = 0] + P[Lo = 0] 
= 2P[Lo =O]{1-  P [M=O]}= 2~-~ (1 -  ~ O p~rO,o,o) | 
0<3 Finally, as we expected, the distance ~j=o [P[L = j] - P[Lo = J]l between the distributions of 
the variables L and L0 decreases as r tends to 0. Therefore, for values of r close to 0, our system 
can be approximated by the corresponding model with infinite buffer, obviously simpler than the 
ours, and the upper bound provides us a measure of the error. 
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5. SPECIAL  CASES 
In this section, we discuss about several particular queueing systems. 
5.1. I f  r=0 
When r = 0, repeated calls make retrials at every slot boundary until they receive their services. 
In this case, our model becomes a discrete-time Geo [z ] /Gt t /1 /c~ queue with Bernoulli feedback 
where the service discipline is random. However, the probabil ity generating functions of the 
number of calls in the system and in the orbit (or queue, if r = 0) are independent of the service 
discipline. This is an important advantage of studying discrete-time retrial queues, since in fact 
we are solving two different systems. 
5.2. I f  e(z) = z 
When c(z) = z, our model becomes a discrete-time Geo/GH/1  retrial queue with Bernoulli 
feedback. This section is devoted to develop recursive formulae for calculating the steady-state 
probabilities of the Markov chain in this particular case. 
THEOREM 4. The steady-state distribution of the orbit size when the server is idle is given by 
the following recursive formulae 
7tO,O, 0 
o-  p a 
O ' 
k=l  
k -1  
E [(1/:~ -- r n) (Oak-n-1 + Oak-n) + (Odk-n-1 ~- Odk-n)]  k -n  7" 7to,o, n 
n=O 
7ro,o,k = O (1 - r k) S(/~) ' 
(5) 
for k >_ 1, where 
E ~. r )  .x~- -n+l~n+l  an = tlhDh,j+lt-r p , n >_ O, 
h=l  j=n  
dn = E qhSh,j+lpj-np n+l, n >_ O, 
h=l  j=n 
and Bh, j : Ei~z=j+l 8h, i is the probability that a service of type h lasts more than j slots (i.e., it 
lasts j + 1 slots or more). 
PROOF. First, we define the functions 
• (z)= (O+Oz)S(p+;z)-z 
1 - z = ~ enz~" 
n=0 
Our next objective is to find an expression for the coefficients {¢n}n~=0 and {¢n}~--0" Using 
properties of the generating functions and Newton's binomial (see [15, Theorem 3]), we obtain 
n~l  
oo 
n=l  
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where 
bn E -'--n n+l = qhBh,j~ p , n > O. 
h=l  j=n  
Since G(z) -- lW(z)/~(z), from (15) we have ~(°)(z)~(rz) = ~(°)(rz)q2(rz). Now, comparing 
the coefficients of z k on both sides in the previous equation leads to 
k k 
n k-?~ 7r ~ rk-n E 7rO,O,nr ~)k-nr , k > O. 0,0, n(flk-n = 
n=O n=O 
But ¢o = ¢o = 0S(p), Cn = -(Obn-1 -~ Obn), and Cn = - (Oa , - i  -[- Oan) for n ~ 1, and hence, 
k-1  
E [0 (b~_~_l - ~ak_~_~) + 0(b~_~ - ~"~_~)] ~-~o,o,~ 
n=O k>l .  
~o,o,k = 0 (1 - rk) S(p) ' - 
Finally, taking into account he relation b,~ = d,~ + a,~/~, n >_ 0 we obtain (5), which completes 
the proof of Theorem 4. | 
Let 7r.,. k = ~--]hH=~ }-~1 ~rh#,k be the steady-state probability that there are k calls in the orbit 
and the server is busy. 
THEOREM 5. The steady-state distribution of the orbit size when the server is busy is given by 
the following recursive formulae 
1 - s(~) 
~.,.,o = ~s(~) ~o,o,o, (6) 
k--1 
1 1 - S (/~) ~o,0,k 7c.,.,k -- 02S(~) E (Obk-n-1 -1- Obk-n) 7ro,o,n -t- OS (~) 
n=O 
1 - 5~k k-2 
+ ~2S(p) ~ (02bk_,~_2 + 200b~-n-1 + 02bk-~) ~r.,.~ (7) 
~0 
o [bo - S (p)] + ~b~ 
-[- 0S  (p) 7r. , . ,k_l ,  k > 1, 
bn = E qhBh,j~ P , n >_ O. 
n 
h=l  j=n  
PROOF. From (3), we have 
- ~(z) "0" 
~(1,z ) -  (~-_~)~z)~ ~ )(z), 
where ~(z) and its expression in power series are given in the proof of Theorem 4. Therefore, 
0~(1, z)Cp(z) + 0z~(1, z)ff2(z) -- [0 - ~(z)] ~(°) (z) 
and comparing the coefficients of z k on both sides in the above equation yields 
k k--1 k 
0 ~ ~,  ,~¢k-~ + (1 - ~ok)0 Z ~,  , -¢k-~-~ = 0~o,o,~ - ~ ~o,o,.¢k-~, k > 0. 
n=O n=O n=O 
Then, taking into account the expression of the sequence {¢n}n°°=0 and after some algebraic 
transformations, we obtain equations (6) and (7). | 
Finally, we note that the last two theorems generalize Theorems 3 and 4 studied in [15]. 
where 
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5.3. I f c (z ) : z ,H : l ,  and 0=0 
When c(z) : z, H : 1, and 0 : 0, our model becomes a discrete-time Geo/G/1 retrial queue. 
The equations of Theorem 1 are reduced to 
~I G(r~z) 
~o(°)(z) : (1 -p )  k=l 
I-I G (r~) 
k=l  
~(x,~) : s (x ) -  s (p+pz)  1 -~ 
x - (P + pz) S(p + pz) - z px~°(°) (z), 
where 
V(z) : s(p + pz) - zW + pz] 
[# +pz] [s(p + pz) - z] p' 
which agrees with [15, Theorem 1]. The probability generating function of the number of calls in 
the system is given by 
¢(z) : (1 - z)S(p s(~ + pz) +- zpz) ~(o)(z), 
and this result is consistent with [15, Theorem 2]. 
6. RELAT ION TO THE CONTINUOUS-T IME SYSTEM 
This section deals with the analysis of the relation between the continuous-time system and 
the discrete-time system. We will show that the continuous-time M[X]/GH/1 retrial queue with 
Bernoulli feedback can be approximated by the corresponding discrete-time system, for this 
purpose, time is slotted into small intervals of equal ength, so the approximation approaches the 
exact value when the length of the interval tends to zero. 
We consider the continuous-time M[X]/GH/i retrial queue with Bernoulli feedback where 
the batches of calls arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A. The retrial time (the time 
between two consecutive attempts by the same call) is exponentially distributed with parameter %
The service time distribution function is defined at the beginning of each service by Ba(x), with 
probability qa, h = 1,. . . ,  H. We assume that Ba(x) is absolutely continuous and satisfies the 
conditions Ba(O) = 0 and a finite mean #h 1. The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Ba(x) will be 
denoted by ~a(s). 
If we suppose that time is divided into intervals of equal ength A, the continuous-time system 
can be approximated by a discrete-time system for which 
= - = dBh(x), h - - l ,  . ,H, i> l ,  p tA,  r = 1 0'A, and Sh,~ -1)/, 
where A must be chosen sufficiently small so that p and r are probabilities. 
Our immediate objective is to prove that lim•--.0 ¢(z) is the probability generating function of 
the number of calls in the M[X]/GH/1 retrial queueing system with Bernoulli feedback. 
First, it is not difficult to prove the following equalities using the definition of Lebesgue inte- 
gration: 
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H c~ 
l imp : ii1~10P¢1~1 : l im IA¢1  E qh E i[Bh(iA) - -  Bh((i  -- 1)A)] 
A--*0 A--*0 
h=l  i=1 
H ec 
: 1¢1 lim ~-" qh E iA [Bh( iA )  - Bh(( i  - 1)A) ]  
A--~O 
h=l i=1 
H e¢ H 
£0 qh, : t¢1E  qh xdSh(x)  : ---~¢1, where #- '  = E #  
h=l /A h=l 
O0 
lim ~--~[Ba(iA) - Bh((i - 1)A)][1 - 11  + AAc(z)] / 
A--+0 
i=l  
OO 
=/,-+01ira E[Bh( iA)-  Bh((i-- 1)A)] { [1 -  1 (1 -c (z ) )A] l / "}  iA 
i=l  
OO 
= zx-+01im E[Bh( iA)-  Bh((i-- 1)A)] [e-X0-~(~))+°(1)] {A 
/=1 
/2 = e-XO-~(~))~dBh(x) = flh(A(l - c(z))), 
lim Sh(~ + pc(z)) = 
A-*0 
from which we conclude 
~z~O(0)(z) : lim ~(°) (z ) -~(° ) ( rz )  l im ° {~9(°)(rz) } 
A--+O Z -- rz 
lim F(rz) 
~-~o (1  - r)z 
; ~z~+pc(~z) ] - (0+0~z)o(~z)S(~+pc(~z) ) ]  
- -  - lim (1--r)z ~:F~[~+----~rz) S (p~- -~z]  A---~0 
= i lim z[1 - A(1 - c(z))A] - (0 + Oz) c(z)S(~+pc(z)) 
7z A~0 [1 - 1(1 - c(z))A] [ (0+ Oz) S (~+pc(z ) )  - z] 
1 1 - (0+ Oz) (c (z ) /z ) f l ( l (1  - c(z))) 
V (O+Oz) Z(A(1-c(z))) -~ ' 
d A 1 - (6 + Oz) (c(z)/z)t3(A(1 - c(z))) 
~(o)(~) = ~ (o + Oz) ~(I(1 - c(z))) - 9~(°)(z). (s) 
Solving (8), we obtain 
{A/~l-(O+Ou)(c(u)/u)/~(A(l-c(u)))du} as A~0.  
¢°) (z ) -~(°) (1)exp ~ 1 (O+O~)5-~:~-~) -u  ' 
Combining the above result with the stochastic decomposition property, we get 
lim ¢(z )= (1 -  z) j3( l(1- c (z ) ) ) (0 -  ~¢1) 
X exp (0 + Ou) ~- - - (~=c-~)  ---- u du , 
which coincides with the probability generating function of the number of calls in the M Ix]/GH/1 
retrial queueing system with Bernoulli feedback (this result can be easily obtained using the 
supplementary variable method). 
but 
and hence, limA~o S(p ÷ pc(z)) = ~hH=l qhflh(A(1 -- C(z))) =/~(A(! -- c(z))). 
Since r -~ 1 as A -+ 0, f rom (15) and  (17), we  have  
(°)(1) 
l r  
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7. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In this section, we present some numerical examples on the performance measures derived in 
Section 3. The following graphics corroborate what the analytical results and the intuition tell 
us. For the numerical evaluation, we wilt use Approximation (ii), explained in Remark 3, where 
= 0.001. 
For simplicity, it is assumed that the batches ize follows a geometrical distribution and there 
are two types of services, whose distributions are also geometrically distributed with means 1 
and 2. Of course, the values of the parameters are chosen under the stability condition. 
We will concentrate our attention on three important performance descriptors: the probability 
that the server is idle, the mean orbit size and the mean time a call spends in the system. 
In Figures 2a and 3a, the probability that the server is idle is plotted against the parameter 0. 
As  we  expected, ~(0)(I) is decreasing as function of 0, and when the variable 0 approaches the 
ergodicity condition the system becomes unstable, and hence, the probability that the server is 
free tends to zero. 
Figures 2b, 3b, and 4a depict the behaviour of the mean number  of repeated customers against 
the parameter 0. Obviously, the expectation E [N]  is increasing as function of 0. As  expected, 
when 0 tends to the ergodicity condition the mean orbit size diverges. Substantially, the same 
effects are seen in Figure 4b, which illustrates the behaviour of the mean time a call spends in 
the system as function of 0. 
We would  like remarking that our results are consistent when 0 = 0 with the corresponding 
values for the Geo  IX ] /GH/ I  retrial queue without feedback. 
In Figure 2, we  study the inlCluence of the mean batch size on ~(°)(i) and E[N]. Specifically, 
we  present three curves which correspond to 41 -- I, 2, 3. As  is to be expected, ~(°)(i) and E[N] 
decrease with increasing and decreasing values of ~i, respectively. Clearly, for 41 = 1 we obtain 
our mode l  but with single arrivals. 
In Figure 3, ~(0)(i) and E [N]  are compared  with varying values of the parameter ql. The  curves 
correspond to ql = 0.2,0.5,0.8. It can  be observed that ~p(°)(1) increases and E[N] decreases 
with increasing values of ql, which also agrees with the intuitive expectations. 
Figure 4 studies how the retrial rate affects to the mean orbit size and the mean wait time in 
the system. As  could not be in other way, E[N] and W are increasing functions of the retrial 
rate r. 
In Figure 5, the mean number  of repeated customers is shown against p. As  we  expected, E[N] 
is an increasing function of p and when p tends to 0 (heavy traffic environment) the mean orbit 
size diverges. We also note that the mean value E[N] is scarcely affected by the feedback and 
retrial rates as p is close to zero. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the expectations E[N] and W in the standard Geo  [X] /GH 
/ I /~  queue with feedback (which is obtained for r = 0) provide us a lower bound for the 
corresponding mean values in our queueing system. 
APPENDIX  A 
Foster's criterion establishes that an irreducible and aperiodic Markov  chain I/m with states 
space S is ergodic if there exists a nonnegative function f(s), s E $, called test function, and 
> 0 such that the mean drift 
Xs = E I f  - f E Y -i = s] 
is finite for all s E S and xs ~_ - z  for all s C $ except perhaps a finite number. In our case, we 
consider the following test function on the states space 
{~lk ,  if i = 0, 
f (h , i , k )  = O( i -1 )+~lk ,  i f i k  1. 
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In order to obtain its mean drift Xhik = E[ f (Y ,~+I)  - f (Y~) IY~ = (h, i, k)], it is necessary to 
specify the following relations. 
IfY,~ = (G0, k), k k 0: 
(n,j, Nm + 1) , with probability pcl+lq,  s,~,j, 
n=l , . . . ,H ,  j k  l, l>O,  
Ym+l = (n, j ,N ,~ - 1), with probability/~ (1 - r k) qns~,j, 
n= 1, . . . ,H ,  j>_ l ,  
(0, 0, N,~), with probability pr k. 
I fY ,~=(h , l , k ) ,  h=l , . . . ,H ,k>_O:  
(n, j, N,~), with probability O-pclq~s~,j + Op (1 - r k+l) q,s , , j ,  
n=l , . . . ,H ,  j k l ,  
(n, j ,  N,~ + 1) , with probability Opcz+~q~s~,j + Opc~q~s~,j, 
n=l , . . . ,H ,  j> l ,  I>1 ,  
Y,~+i = (n, j, Nm - 1), with probability 0/~ (1 - r k) q~s,, j ,  
n = l , . . . ,H ,  j >_ l, 
(0, 0, Nm),  with probability t~pr ~, 
(0, O, Nm + 1), with probability Opt k+l. 
IfY,~ = (h , i , k ) ,  h = 1 , . . . ,H ,  i > 2, k > 0: 
{ (C,~, X,~ - 1, Nm),  with probability/~, 
Y,~+I = (C,~,X,~ 1 ,Nm + l) , with probabilitypcl, 1 k 1. 
Therefore, the mean drift is given by 
{ p- -O- -O~l+(O÷O~i )~r  k, i fh=O,  i=O,  k>_O, Xh~k= p- -O+(O+Or) (O+Of l l )~r  ~, i fh= l , . . . ,H ,  i=1 ,  k>0,  
p -0 ,  i fh=l , . . . ,H ,  i k2 ,  kk0 .  
Let p < 6. Then, ~ = (0 - p)/2 is positive and for all states (h, i, k) we have the following. 
If h = O, i = 0 
lim :~hik = .lira {p-  O-  Ofli + (~-q-- Ofll) ~t~F k} =/9 -  O- Ofli <_ p -- O= --2s < --s. 
k--+oo tc--+oo 
I fh=l , . . . ,H , i= l  
lim Xh~k = l i ra  { p -- O-t- (0 + Or) (0 + 0~1) Pr k} = P -  0 = -2c  < -&  
k---+oo 
If h = 1 , . . . ,H ,  i >__2, k>__0 
xhik = p- -  0 = --2~ < --~. 
Thus, Xhik < --s for all states except for a finite number. Therefore, p < 0 is a sufficient condition 
for the ergodicity of the Markov chain. At the end of Appendix B, we will show that this condition 
is also necessary for the ergodicity of the chain. 
APPENDIX  B 
To resolve the Kolmogorov equations (1) and (2), we need to define the next auxiliary generating 
functions 
~}h)(z) = E~rh , i , kzk '  h = 1 , . . . ,H ,  i >_ 1, 
k=0 
aa H 
= Z = i > 1. 
k=0 h=l  
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Multiplying (1) and (2) by z ~ and summing over k, these equations become 
~(o) (~) =/5¢o)(~z) +/5 (0 + o~z) ~(~z), (9) 
•(h) 
z 
By substituting equation (9) into equation (10), we get 
(10) 
= ~+~(z)  + +P~(~)q~sh#~a(z)  
Z 
1--c(Z) pqhsh#~(O)(z) ' h= l , . . . ,H ,  i>_1. 
Z 
(11) 
Next, multiplying (11) by x i and summing over i leads to 
- [~ + pc(z)] ~(~) (x, z) = (0 + Oz) qhs~(~) [/5 + pc(z)] ~(z )  
:C Z 
1 - c(Z).pqhSh(x)~(O)(z ) _ [/5 + pc(z)] ~a)(z),  h = 1,. . .  ,H. 
Z 
(12) 
Now summing (12) over h, we obtain 
- [/5 + pc(z)] ~(x,  ~) = (0 + Oz) s(x) - z 
X Z 
~+pc(z ) ]~ l (z )  1 -c (z )ps (x )~(o) (~)  ' 
Z 
(13) 
where S(x) H = ~h=l  qhSh(x). 
Later, we will use the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. It is easy to prove the following inequalities: 
S(z) <_ x, fox 0 < x < 1, 
c(z) < z, for 0 < z < 1. 
PROOF.  The  proof of this lemma is an immediate consequence of the convex properties of the 
functions S(x) and c(z). l 
LEMMA 2. / / f l  < 0, then 
(O + Oz) s(/5 + pc(~)) - ~ > o, fox o < ~ < 1. 
PROOF. We will consider the function v(z) = (0+ Oz)S(/5+pc(z)). It is easy to see that 
(i) v(0) = Os(/5) > 0; 
(ii) v(1) = 1; 
(iii) v'(1) = p ÷ 0 < 1; 
(iv) v'(z)  > O, and hence, the function v(z) is convex. 
Now, the proof is completed noting that the existence of a z0 E (0, 1) such that v(zo) = zo leads 
to a contradiction with the above properties. | 
Turning to equation (13) and setting in it x = 15 + pc(z), we get 
+ pc(z)] [(0 + 0z) s(/5 + pc(z)) - z] ~,(z) = p[l - c(z)]S(/5 + pc(z) )¢  °)(z). 
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Taking into account Lemma 2 and considering the limit 
we have 
lim 1-c (z )  _ (1 <co ,  if and only if p<0,  
~-  (~ + Oz) s (p + p~(z)) - z - ~-  p 
p 1 - c(z) 
~1 (z) = P + pc(z) (0 + Oz) S (p + pc(z)) - z S (p + pc(z)) ~(0)(z). (14) 
Substituting ~l(rz) into (9) yields 
(8+e~z)  s (~+pc(~z) ) -~z~+pc(~z) ]  c0~/ , 
~(°)(z) : : . . . . .  -_ . . . . .  ~ ,  ,~z~ = G(~z)~(°)(~z), (12) 
+ pc(~)] [(0 + 0~) S(p + pc(~z)) - ~z] 
where 
G(z) = (8+ Oz) S(~+pc(z))  - z[~+pc(z)] _ 
It follows, by applying (15) recursively, that 
~(°)(z) = ~(°)(°) [ I  a (~z) .  (16) 
k=l 
LEMMA 3. I f  p < 0, the inllnite product I]~=1 G(rkz) is convergent. 
PROOF. First, we will rewrite G(z) as 
G(z) = 1 + F(z), (17) 
where 
z[~ + p~(z)] - (8 + Oz) c(z)S(p + p4z)  ) 
F(z) = 
[~ + p~(z)] [ (8+ oz) s(~ + p~(z) - z] p 
Noting that 
z[~ + p~(~)] - (8 + Oz) c(z)S(p + pc(z)) > z {[~ + p~(z)] - s (p  + pc(z))} > 0 
and using Lemma 2, it can be shown that if p < 
F(z) > O, for 0 < z < 1. 
From equation (17), we can express the infinite product as 
Ha( r  kz) = [ l+F( r  kz)]. 
k=l k=l 
It is known that the infinite product in equation (18) converges if the series ~=1 F(rkz) is 
convergent, which is obvious since 
F (~+~z) 
lim = r < 1. | 
Now, we will substitute quation (14) into equation (13) to obtain 
~(x, z) = s(~) - s (p  + pc(z)) 1 - ~(z) 
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Choosing x =/~ + pc(z) in (12), we get 
p[1 - c(z)] w(o)(z) ~, h = 1 , . . . ,H ,  
and inserting (14) into the above equation, we obtain 
qo~h)(z) = p 1 --C(Z) qhSh(p+pc(z))~(O)(z), h = 1,. . .  H. 
p+p~(z)  (0+ Oz) S(p + p~(~)) - z 
(20) 
From equations (12), (14), and (20), after some algebraic manipulation, we have 
~(h)(x,z ) = qhSh(X) -- S~(p+p~(Z)) 1 -- ~(Z) 
X-- (p+pC(Z)) (0+ OZ) S(p+pC(Z)) -- Z px¢°)(z) '  h=l,.. . ,H. 
In order to find ~(°)(0), we will put x = 1 and z = 1 in (19). 
equation (19) becomes 
~(1,1) = 0 p ~(°)(1) 
-p  
The normalization condition ~(o) (1) + ~(1, 1) = 1 gives 
After using L'Hopital rule, 
~(°)(1) _ o -  p 
0 (21) 
Then, setting z = 1 in (16), it follows that 
OO 
0-  p ¢o)(o) l-I c (~) 
0 
k=l 
and consequently, 
¢o)(0) 0 -  p a (~k) . 
0 kk=l  
Finally, since p(°)(1) > 0, from (21) we have that  p < 0 is a necessary condit ion for the 
ergodieity of the Markov chain. 
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